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Would you prefer deep blue skies in your shots or wishy-washy pale ones? If you want deep

blue, then that can be achieved by investing in a polarising filter. In fact, this amazingly

versatile little accessory will improve your imaging in a whole range of ways.

• A polarising filter comprises two pieces of glass set in a filter ring that screws onto your lens.

The outer piece rotates, and as you look through the viewfinder you'll see the effect of the

rotation. You don't need to use it at full strength – rotate it around to see which degree of

polarisation gives you the best effect. A polariser won't work with the sun directly behind or in

front of you, however, so make sure you position yourself with the sun at your side.

• Polarisers are most often associated with darkening and adding drama to washed-out skies

and clouds, and they will also cut through the hot smoggy hazes you often get in city street
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shots.

• Use a polariser to increase colour saturation (vibrancy) in your subjects, such as boosting the

greens of plants and tree foliage.

• They're especially useful for reducing or removing glare and reflections in water and other

highly reflective surfaces, such as shop windows. Use one on an early-morning shoot when

mist or water droplets on flowers or grass would otherwise scatter light and obscure some of

the scene's true colours; they'll even make a rainbow more visible. Bodies of water such as

lakes and seas will look clearer and brighter with a polariser.

• Be aware that a polariser will remove a couple of stops of light, so you may need to use it on

a tripod to avoid fuzzy images – although your camera's meter will read the light coming

through the lens and adjust to provide the correct exposure. To be on the safe side, if you

don't need a polariser for a specific purpose, it's best to take it off your lens, and it's definitely

not suited to low-light conditions.

Quick tips

• Different lenses take different sized filters, so check your lens's product guide before you

buy.

• For the best investment, think about which lens you're most likely to use with a pola filter –

your go-to landscape zoom, for example.

• Polarisers are not just for still images – they are just as effective when shooting video, and

you'll notice their effects immediately in Live View.

Nikon makes a bespoke set of optically perfect and exceptionally thin, circular polarising filters

for Nikon DSLRs and NIKKOR AF lenses, including 77mm, 82mm, 95mm versions and also a

slip-in polarising filter for use with super-telephoto lenses.
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http://www.europe-nikon.com/en_GB/products/category_pages/accessories/category_accessories_lens.page?ParamValue=Accessories&Subnav1Param=NIKKOR+Lenses&Subnav2Param=Others

